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Propagation Dynamics of Intense Femtosecond Pulses: Multiple Splittings, Coalescence
and Continuum Generation
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We present a scenario ofs3 1 1d-dimensional spatiotemporal dynamics of femtosecond laser pulses
in a nonlinear media with normal dispersion. The sequence of events at progressively higher
powers can be characterized as single splitting, multiple splitting, and coalescence. Self-focusing and
splitting events are in general spatially separated. Experimental data confirm the above scenario,
with measurements at the highest powers corresponding to the regime of continuum generation.
[S0031-9007(99)08469-0]
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Propagation of electromagnetic pulses is of fundamen
importance in pure and applied science, and the recent
velopment of sources of intense femtosecond laser pu
(duration#100 fs) has added many interesting twists t
this long-standing problem. The broad spectral ban
widths, high peak powers, ands3 1 1d-dimensional nature
of these fields give rise to complex linear and nonlinear
fects that have posed significant challenges to research
Interesting effects recently seen with high power femtose
ond pulses propagating in solids, gases, and liquids
clude temporal breakup of the pulse [1–3] and extrem
spectral broadening—commonly called continuum ge
eration [4–6]. To a large extent, these phenomena r
on the basic process of self-focusing, which is due to
intensity-dependent index of refraction in the propagati
medium. It is equally true, however, that these phenome
exist solely because physical mechanisms other than s
focusing are also involved. Were this not the case, o
would predict the field to collapse to a spatial singulari
after a finite propagation distance in the medium. Becau
of the associated broad spectral bandwidth, material disp
sion typically plays an important role in the propagatio
of ultrashort pulses. Both self-focusing and material d
persion are accounted for in the formalism of thes3 1 1d-
dimensional nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation, whe
it has been shown that for moderate powers normal gro
velocity dispersion acts to arrest catastrophic spatial c
lapse with the result of temporal splitting of the input puls
into two [1,7–10].

Spatiotemporal propagation dynamics of ultrasho
pulses at slightly higher powers in the framework of th
NLS have been the subject of theoretical analysis a
varying conjectures [11,12]. One hypothesis is that af
the first splitting each of the two newly split pulses ma
430 0031-9007y99y82(7)y1430(4)$15.00
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in turn undergo a secondary splitting. Since the NL
theory could not provide definite confirmation of th
hypothesis, the dynamics beyond the first splitting ha
become a topic of active experimental research. Obs
vations of multiple splittings, reported first in Ref. [2
and later in Ref. [3], indicate that reality is sufficientl
different from predictions of the idealized NLS mode
Sharp temporal features, small beam diameters, and b
bandwidths require that space-time coupling, nonline
shock, higher-order dispersion, and ionization effects
included in the theoretical analysis aimed at quantitat
comparison with experiments [13–21]. The importan
of these higher-order terms has become clearer with
use of the newly developed experimental technique
frequency-resolved optical gating (FROG) [22]. Th
FROG measurement provides both the amplitude a
the phase of the pulse and thereby enables quantita
comparison of theory and experiment.

Based on new experimental results, in this Letter w
offer a detailed scenario of the spatiotemporal evoluti
of femtosecond pulses in bulk media with normal gro
velocity dispersion. We present stages of single a
multiple temporal splitting and show that the beam do
not undergo further splitting but instead coalesces at s
higher powers. Our data also demonstrate that the spa
position z of splitting events is intensity dependent an
generally differs from the position of maximum focusin
(z is measured along the propagation direction, w
z  0 at the entrance of the medium). Experiment
observations are in good agreement with the theoret
analysis at all values of the input power, including th
regime where continuum generation is observed.

The evolution of the complex envelopeEs$r, z, td of the
field E s$r , z, td  Es$r , z, td expsikz 2 iv0td can be mod-
eled with the following modified NLS equation [15–19]:
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In Eq. (1), the transverse Laplacian=2 accounts for diffrac-
tion, while the second and third time derivatives descri
group velocity and third order dispersion. The tempora
longitudinal, and transverse coordinates are normaliz
to the characteristic pulse durationt, the dispersion
length lD  2t2yjk00j, and the characteristic trans
verse lengthl' 

p
lDy2k, respectively. In addition,

e3  k000ys3k00td, and k  2pnyl, with n being the
linear index of refraction at the central wavelengthl.
at
be
l,
ed

-

The dispersion coefficientsk00 andk000 are the second and
third derivatives ofk with respect to frequency, evaluate
at the central frequencyv0. Space-time focusing [14]
and nonlinear shock [13] are described by the ter
proportional to ev  1yv0t. These terms arise in a
self-consistent derivation of Eq. (1) [16,17], and they a
together to shift energy towards the trailing edge of t
pulse [14,18,19]. Because of the short duration of t
pulse, it is important to account for both instantaneo
and time-delayed Raman nonlinearities [21,23], such th#
gsjEj2d 
2pn2lD
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In Eq. (2), n2 is the nonlinear index of refraction, anda
denotes the fractional amount of the nonlinearity due to t
Raman effect.

Analysis of Eq. (1) shows that typical evolution of an
ultrashort pulse consists of a single spatial self-focusin
event (at z  zf) followed by irreversible spatial and
temporal divergence. The distancezf is a function of
the input power and is the position of the maximum
intensity of the field. At relatively low powers a Gaussian
like pulse maintains its spatiotemporal structure. High
input powers result in a temporal splitting of the puls
into two pulses atz  zs. The temporal splitting and
the self-focusing are initially spatially separated, such th
zs . zf , but as the input power is increased,zs decreases
towardszf . A further increase in the power brings abou
multiple temporal splitting of the pulse that again happen
first at z . zf and moves towardszf as the input power
is increased. Finally, at still higher powers, the puls
develops a multipeaked structure near the position
maximum focusing, but atz ¿ zf the field coalesces into
a broad single pulse. The complete sequence of event
progressively higher powers can be characterized as sin
splitting, multiple splitting, and coalescence.

Our experiments employ the output of a Ti:sapphire am
plified laser system, which is spatially filtered and focuse
to an intensity full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
70 mm at the entrance face of a 3-cm-thick piece of fuse
silica. Temporally, the incident field is near bandwidt
limited, with an intensity duration of 80–90 fs (FWHM,
measured for each experiment). The peak powerP is var-
ied between 2 and 8 MW. After propagation in the fuse
silica, the entire field is allowed to diffract in air over
1.5 m. At this point an aperture of,1 mm in diameter
selects the on-axis portion of the field for characterizatio
by the second-harmonic FROG apparatus [3].

In the theoretical analysis we use parameters cor
sponding to our experimental setup and the material pro
erties of fused silica in the normal dispersion regime:l 
800 nm, n  1.45, n2  2.5 3 10216 GWycm2, k00 
360 fs2ycm, andk000  275 fs3ycm. For the Raman re-
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sponse we usea  0.15, tr  50 fs, and vrtr  4.2
[23]. The initial field is taken to be a hyperbolic secan
in time and a Gaussian in space having intensity FWH
of 90 fs and70 mm, respectively. As in the measure
ments, the beam waist is located at the entrance face
the sample, which is 3 cm long. Furthermore, the line
propagation of the field from the exit face of the medium
(near field) to the measuring device (far field) is include
in the model, as discussed in detail below.

The left and center columns of Fig. 1 show the calc
lated temporal on-axis intensity in the near and far field
respectively. The right column of Fig. 1 shows the co
responding measured far-field axial intensity profiles
input powers of 3.9, 4.6, and 5.4 MW. For all inpu
powers shown, both the experimental data and the th
retical analysis demonstrate splitting of the pulse in th
far field to some degree. However, at the lowest pow
[Fig. 1(a)] the calculated output of the nonlinear mediu
remains unsplit. For these data, the position of maximu
focusing corresponds tozf  17 mm. The splitting takes
place during free-space propagation of the pulse from t
medium to the detecting apparatus. Numerical analy
for the above parameters shows that the splitting wou
have happened inside the medium if its length was larg
than ,65 mm. Figure 1 also demonstrates that with in
creasing input power, splitting occurs first in the far fiel
and then progresses to the near field. In Fig. 1(e), f
splitting is seen in the far field, while splitting is only be
ginning in the near field. When full splitting does occu
in the near field [Fig. 1(c)], the far field is seen to hav
three distinct pulses on axis [Figs. 1(f) and 1(i)].

Primary splitting of a single-peaked pulse into tw
pulses has been explained as a result of a modulat
instability of a plane wave [7] or in terms of the evolving
peak power of the pulse [9]. Without denying these mec
anisms, our analysis suggests a complimentary mechan
of splitting based on “geometrical” considerations. In ou
experiments, the measured axial field includes effects d
to the linear propagation from the exit face of the nonlin
ear medium to the FROG apparatus. The axial far-fie
1431
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FIG. 1. (a)–(c): Calculated axial intensity at the output fac
of 3 cm of fused silica. (d)–(f ): Calculated axial intensity
in the far field for the corresponding fields shown in the le
column. (g)–(i): Measured far-field axial intensity for inpu
peak powers of 3.9, 4.6, and 5.4 MW. The points shown
plots (d)–(i) are the calculated and measured phases of
complex field envelope. Powers used in calculations mat
experimental values to better than 10%.

amplitude can be approximated by the integral over th
near-field spatial cross section at the corresponding tim
as0, `, td ~

R
dr 0r 0asr 0, 0, td. This result shows that a

maximum in the on-axis field can come from either
cross section with the largest values of the field or a cro
section with possibly smaller values of the field, but near
constant phase. This second possibility is quite genera
created in a normally dispersive nonlinear medium whe
the pulse undergoes a focusing event and then diverg
without undergoing any immediate splitting. As a simpl
example, consider a slightly diverging Gaussian pulse w
wave-front radius of curvature equal tof. After propa-
gating through a nonlinear medium, this field acquires
nonlinear phase shift such that its amplitude can be wr
ten as Esr, td  exps2r2 2 t2d expfir2yf 1 ilIsr , tdg,
where I  jEsr , tdj2  Imax exps22r2 2 2t2d and l is
the length of the medium. The phase distribution of th
field is shown in Fig. 2. Integration over the tempora
center of the pulse (lineA) involves largest values of the
amplitude but also rapid changes of the phase. Integrat
over cross sectionsB and C involves smaller values of
the amplitude but nearly constant phase. Contributio
to the on-axis pulse amplitude in the far field fromB
and C will dominate over that fromA, resulting in the
temporal splitting of the pulse into two pulses, provide
the nonlinearity is high enough.
1432
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At the highest intensities used in our experiments, th
three pulses seen in Fig. 1(i) coalesce toward a sing
broad pulse. This process is shown in Fig. 3, where w
plot the measured and calculated far-field axial intensit
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the experimental results f
P  6.8 and 7.4 MW, respectively. The corresponding
calculations are shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), with th
input powers matching those of the experiment to withi
15%. As can be seen, with increasing power the cent
peak grows and merges with the leading and trailin
peaks. Although the near-field axial intensity contain
multiple maxima, distinct multiple pulses similar to those
of Fig. 1(i) are not seen in the near-field calculations for th
range of parameters investigated here. This is significa
and implies that the physical processes responsible for
initial splitting of the input do not necessarily result in
the multiple splittings with a simple increase of the inpu
power. When we do observe multiple splittings in th
far field, we see that it is more accurately described b
constructive buildup of a previously void region of the
axial field [see Figs. 1(h) and 1(i)].

Figure 4 shows the measured and calculated spectra
the fields shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). The long tail
extending towards both higher and lower wavelength
are evidence of continuum generation, and blue lig
was clearly visible by the eye for this measuremen
A recent work by Brodeur and Chin [6] associates th
extensive blue spectrum with multiphoton excitation an
the resulting negative change of the index of refractio
The absence of such mechanisms in the analysis of Eq.
is a probable reason for the difference on the sho
wavelength side between the spectra of Fig. 4.

The coalescence of the pulse at high intensities m
also qualitatively explain recent results of Rankaet al. [2],
who made autocorrelation measurements of multiple pul
splitting in a regime similar to that discussed here. The

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the phase of a slightly diverging self
focused pulse as given in the text. Cross sections atB and C
have larger contributions in the far field because of the ne
constancy of the phase.
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FIG. 3. (a)–(b): Measured axial intensities demonstratin
coalescence for input powers of 6.8 and 7.4 MW. (c)–
(d): Calculated axial intensities. The inset of plot (b) is the
simultaneously measured intensity autocorrelation.

observed multiple pulse splitting in a 1.3 cm piece of
BK-7 glass but were not able to observe multiple splitting
for the same powers in a 2.5 cm sample. Accordin
to our interpretation, at a given power multiple splitting
may be observed in a relatively small length of the
medium. However, for a longer medium, multiple pulse
coalesce by the time they reach the detector, resultin
in an autocorrelation lacking multiple peaks [see inset o
Fig. 3(b)].

The results presented here illustrate a new scenario
the complex dynamics involved in the nonlinear focusin
and propagation of intense femtosecond pulses. We ha

FIG. 4. (a) Measured axial spectrum for the field show
in Fig. 3(b). (b) Calculated axial spectrum for the field of
Fig. 3(d).
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shown that such a pulse first undergoes a single splittin
then multiple splittings, and finally coalescence. These r
sults should be valuable for applications involving intens
femtosecond pulses, including spatiotemporal tailoring fo
propagation in other nonlinear media.
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